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March already? Wowzas! Time sure has gone fast!
Well then, down to business… You might have noticed the front page has had a little update,
and we’re sticking to a certain theme throughout the entire magazine. Hopefully we hope
you’ll like it, but if not, there’s always room for improvement.
The Art Contest has started, and the response has been overwhelming! We would have had the Featured
Art and Art Interview, but Syn has been involved in some trouble, so that will be post-poned. Don’t worry,
because we’re going to ensure he does twice as much for the next edition.
The theme for this Art Contest is an oceanic one, where you had to draw or design an image related to the
Ocean somehow. Somehow I think Pohuaki got the idea from us *Laughs* but nonetheless, there have been
many fantastic entries from everyone that has entered, so we wish them the best of luck in the polls.
Along with that, the newest BBC has started. After many (And this isn’t an exaggeration) topics concerned
about BIONICLE losing it’s touch, especially with the Toa Mahri (Which Aoran and his Squirrel-Friend Skiz
particularly enjoy) and their ‘bad’ design. And so it is because of this that we are to design a set1 which
would be ideal.
It’s come under a great response, and it might help influence the BIONICLE Set Designers for what some
people want in their BIONICLE sets. And even though it’s early days, it’s already received an impressive
amount of entries, the first belonging to none other than Aoran. He’ll later get eaten because of this.
Lastly, the latest RPG Contest has come up. Gosh, how many contests do we need? As with the fourth RPG
Contest, this one has no theme, which allows us members to use our imagination to its extent. The RPGs
produced from these contests are always enjoyable, and it usually means instant fame… For about three
months. *Boot hits Aoran*
As always, the prizes for this remain the same:
-Allowing the winning RPGs to be played for three months
-Instant Fame for three months, unless already famous like Omicron
-Bragging rights (Hey, wait, isn’t that for all contests?)
Still, with all these contests and other things happening, it doesn’t look like BZPower is slowing down, so
get on down to the Creative Forums and start entering!

Unfortunately though, we haven’t been able to do the Featured Artwork this month because Syn was lazy
and wouldn’t help. It’s ok though, because he will be doing something else to make up for it…
Also, in this edition of BZPMonthly, we have an epic story written by our very own Sidorak the Feared, an
interview of Greg Farshtey by Cricky, and a guide to making a successful Blog by -Era-.
1 : Something which won’t be official or made in mass-production. It’s just a simple theme for the BBC

For several years, BZPower has been fortunate enough to have the Lego Editor in Chief, Mr. Greg
Farshtey as a member. Despite being bombarded with messages every day, Greg has answered
our every question concerning the BIONICLE Universe – although it is debatable on whether we
appreciate this or not. To quench our ever-growing appetite for information (or whet it), we have
interviewed Greg F on some old matters, and asked him to reveal some new ones, of course!

Recently, people have been complaining about BIONICLE's current state, could you tell
us what your view is on this matter?
Well, I do not take their complaints lightly. I think many older fans feel BIONICLE has changed in
ways they do not like over the years, and they are entitled to feel that way. But seeing things from
a business side of the table, I realize that BIONICLE can only survive if it targets its key audience - boys, 7-9 -- like a laser, rather than try to be all things to all people. The 13+ audience for
BIONICLE has been and is very small, so designing products with them in mind is generally not a
winning proposition. There simply aren't enough of them to make such sets a success. We tried
hitting a broader cross-section of people in 2001 and 2002, and the result was larger, more
complex sets that did not sell.
What is the nicest thing a member of BZPower has done for you before?
Helped out with the Encyclopedia research.
Roughly how many PM's do you get a day?
It varies. During a busy time it would be usually about 50. In a slow period, more like 20.
What is the most common question you get asked through PM?
Usually stuff about sets I am not yet allowed to discuss.
If you could get all BZP members to do something, what would it be?
Buy books instead of reading spoilers.
What is the worst BZP experience you have had?
Probably getting mired in pointless debates with people whose minds I will never change.
If you were placed in charge of BZP, what would you change (if anything)?
I think BZP is run very well as it is, which is why it is the premier fan site.
Since you visit here often, could you tell us about the influences BZP has on your
writing, and if it weren’t for the feedback BZP gives Lego, do you think BIONICLE would
be where it is now?
BZP certainly has some influence on the storyline, because this is a good place for me to come to
get feedback on story developments or test concepts. I am not sure I credit the site with
BIONICLE being where it is today, because there are many more factors involved in that than any
one web site, be it this or a LEGO site. I do give it credit for having a top-notch staff of reporters
and moderators who work very hard and help keep Internet buzz going.
If you were to write a BIONICLE fan-fic in the library forum, what would you want to
write about?
I actually am doing one for Binkmeister right now for a BZP project.
Finally, could you reveal any little snippet (of any level of importance) about the future
storyline for all of the readers of BZPMonthly?
Expect 2007 to have the most emotionally powerful ending of any BIONICLE storyline to date.
- Cricky

What is a Blog you might ask? Well, as I looked up about five minutes ago, Blog is an
abbreviation of Weblog. So it’s Weblog minus the We. I could make all sorts of puns on that,
but I won’t.
Anyways, making a good Blog. Well, I suppose the number one thing that can make or break a Blog, is
for you to make sure it has relevance. Inside jokes, unless explained, are no fun. So at least try and
make sure people get what on earth ye be sayin’. The next thing is that (provided it has relevance) is
that blogs have no defined length. Minus the image, this particular Blog of Shine’s included five words.
Ignoring the old phrase “a picture is worth one thousand words” or some such, his Blog was short. Itty
bitty. But it spoke to people. It was nice piece of comedy people were happy to see. To shamelessly
point at my own Blog, here I pointed out how my TiVo lied to me and said Eric Delko would die. This
speaks to both CSI: Miami fans and TiVo owners alike.
Come to think of it, posting a Blog (at least on BZPower) is a lot like posting (on BZPower), well,
anything. Though they’re a bit more relaxed on the rules, in essence, posting a good Blog is like
posting a good post. You just have to run by yourself the basic rules of posting:
“Does it have relevance?”
“Am I offending anybody?”
“Is it edible disgusting meat in a can?”
“lolz I lyk 2 lyk spamzz lloz’
etc etc.
Do that, and you don’t need a big fancy wordy Blog. It just needs to mean something. Does your Blog
mean something? Look good and hard, and tell me that it does. And then maybe, just maybe, you
might have a decent Blog.
Well, thanks to you kind folks for listening, and look forward to more from me. Minus the incessant
rambling. Of course.
Now with 50% ramble!
-

A typical Blog… And a great one at that!

-Era-

While browsing the BBC forum to do this review, I came across a group of 14 MOCs called
Matoran, made by bubbaben. There are two Matoran for each ‘element’, and an extra two
from Artahka. Those two are a basic color scheme of either yellow or grey/silver.
Each one has a similar design but have obvious differences between all of them. Overall their design is
unique to any sets we have seen to date. They all basically have 10 points of articulation, so in other
words they have no elbow or knee movement, but that’s typical of smaller sets and MOCs. The thing
they have in common is the design of the legs and basic body structure, the latter being a ball socket
and a Metruan limb, which gives the MOCs hip articulation. The upper body varies with each Matoran,
but it seems to make the waist tiny in comparison.
Each Matoran carries an individual set of weapons, all ranging from different eras of BIONICLE,
although I would reconsider how each of them holds their tools for some of them. The color schemes
on each Matoran vary but all work well, usually being based off color schemes of past and present sets.
Heads are basically just Mata heads in respective colors to the MOC, with masks from ‘01-’03 being
used. The legs and arms are basically all Bohrok limbs with Vahki feet, although some Slizer/Throwbot
non-disk-shooting limbs are used also for the arms.
There is an interesting blend of pieces from all the years of BIONICLE, playsets and figures alike, and
from other lines like Slizer and Exo Force (I’m assuming where that multi colored Takanuva staff came
from there). There are only a couple of duplicate designs, but they are mostly different to each other,
and that gives a nice sense of individuality to each one.
Overall these are nice MOCs, with their individuality and overall design, despite having their small waist
underneath the upper body. Nicely thought out, simple MOCs with that added complexity, if you get
my drift. Check them out!
- Phy

G’day. I’m Shine, and I’ll be your geek for today.
Below I have listed a few facts about Mahri Nui, and the inhabitants nearby. Sure,
most of these are already known, but I intend to get more dirt on Mahri Nui…
- Objects regularly get dropped into the bay of Voya-Nui and sink down to
Mahri Nui where the Mahritoran collect them. The Matoran then place them
in the Matoran Council Chamber; believing these objects are gifts from the
Great Spirit Mata Nui.
- Mahri Nui’s leader’s job rotates to a different Matoran every month. Defilak
is the current leader, and will most likely stay so for this story arc to avoid
confusion.
- Currently the city is in a state of complete darkness because Defilak ordered
all the lightstones destroyed in order to stop an attack by a Venom Eel that the
Mask of Life enlarged.
- The reason Hydruka are used for harvesting airweed is because they're the
only Rahi that can detect air bubble-containing airweed from useless airdepleted airweed.
- Dekar’s curse he received from the Mask of Life made him unable to kill or
wound anything; this is especially harsh because he is a hunter.

During the past few weeks, Aoran has been set the task on seeing whether the powers of
the BIONICLE Figures really work. He has assembled this :
Experiment 1 : Are Toa of Fire resistant to flames?
Answer : False. After setting Toa Tahu and Toa Vakama on a concrete slab
and bringing in a flamethrower kit, I decided to see just how resistant Toa
are to fire… After just 10 seconds, they had already started melting. After
one minute, they were nothing but a puddle of really hot plastic, with lots
of swirly colors in that puddle.
And yet, when you read any BIONICLE book, you will find that they can
create something of the heat of a supernova and withstand it.
Resistant to fire? I think not.
Experiment 2 : Can a Toa of Stone hold more rock than their body mass?
Answer : False. After setting Toa Pohatu and Toa Onewa on the same
concrete slab as the two (Rather unfortunate) Toa of Fire, and gathering
several rocks of different masses, I prepared to see how much mass they
can hold up. I started off with the smallest rock, which weighed about 50
grams. The two Toa could hold it without any difficulty. After this, I decided
to go a step up. I got a 500 gram rock. Pohatu struggled to hold the rock,
but they still managed not to drop it. At this point I was thinking this
experiment would be a success, but just to be sure, I moved one step up. I
got a 5 kilogram rock, and placed it on top of them. Immediately the two
Toa were crushed, their masks being squished like jelly and their torsos
being shattered.
However, when you read any BIONICLE books you will find that they can
rip out GIANT slabs of rocks and throw them effortlessly at their enemies.
Strong enough to support more weight then their own mass? I think not.
Experiment 3 : Can Toa of Air manipulate air currents so they won’t fall off a cliff and die?
Answer : Probable. After getting Toa Lewa and Toa Matau onto the roof of
my House, and set up a landing site. The wind on this day was still, so
they’d have an easy descent. I told these Toa what was about to happen,
and they agreed that with these precautions, everything was safe…
It wasn’t safe for long. As Lewa jumped off, a strong gust blew him off the
course. He tried to use his air powers, but being a simple plastic toy, they
didn’t work. The sound of his body crunching onto the hard pavement
below was one I was soon not going to forget.
Of course, it was Matau’s turn next. After watching the unfortunate event
that just occurred, he was a tad reluctant, but with a bribe of Nokama, he
ran and jumped…
The lucky Toa landed in the pool, although his limbs were mangled and
head twisted in such a grotesque fashion you’d need a plastic surgeon to fix
it.
However, whenever you read any BIONICLE book, you will find that even
after a long fall they can manipulate the air around them so they won’t
become mush.
Able to manipulate air so they won’t fall and die? I think not…
Sorta…
They got hurt pretty badly, and only one died…
This article was meant as a joke. We hope that you find no offence to this.
No LEGO sets were harmed, or even used in this experiment. LEGO and BZPower rock!

Jovan was just an average Matoran on the Mainland continent of Dilo Nui. But when the last
surviving Toa of the Mainland transforms him and six other Matoran into Toa, Jovan and his
team are thrust into a world of danger. They embark on a journey no other Toa team has
dared, or even had to, attempt before-- Save the Great Spirit Mata Nui from death, and a
universe as well! They will face darker tasks than any before them, meet new enemies, and
travel to a place where darkness rules over light.

Chapter One – The Beginning
Toa Nyhrii looked out to the horizon of the setting sun. He looked over the great mass of
land before him. He was dreading what he was going to, what he had to do. He was the
last of the six Toa, the heroes and protectors of Dilo Nui. He was on the island of Dilo
Nui, or, translated from Matoran, "Great land." This was the Mainland. The largest city
in the entire universe. Nyhrii had thought about this time and time again.
But times had changed. Even though the island of Dilo Nui was in a time of peace and
prosperity, he had grown old. He was not the Toa he used to be. Nyhrii was losing
control of his elemental powers of earth, and his Kanohi Kakama, the Mask of Speed,
kept going on-and-off without warning. He knew he had to find six new Matoran to
carry on what he had started. But that meant turning to a Turaga.
"I am ready," he said to himself. "To find my destiny."
And so he did. He had a vision from the Great Spirit himself. He was to choose six
Matoran from different corners of the island of Dilo Nui. He liked that. The last he
would see as a Toa would be his whole island.
He was now on the center of the island. The Great Mountain of Thoughts, the best place
on Dilo Nui to contemplate a day’s work. He looked to the east, and saw the floating
structures, suspended only by gravity, the last monument to remember the past Toa of
Gravity. That was where he would find the first Matoran destined to be a Toa.

